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Abstract. A method is exposed which allows the construction of families of first
integrals in involution for Hamiltonian systems which are invariant under the
Hamiltonian action of a Lie group G. This is applied to invariant Hamiltonian
systems on the tangent bundles of certain homogeneous spaces M = G/K. It is
proved, for example, that every such invariant Hamiltonian system is completely
integrable if M is a real or complex Grassmannian manifold or SU (n + 1)/SO (n +1)
or a distance sphere in CPn+1. In particular, the geodesic flows of these homogeneous
spaces are integrable.

1. Introduction
During the last 15 years the study of completely integrable Hamiltonian systems
has regained interest among mathematicians and physicists. One calls a Hamiltonian
system (completely) integrable if it admits a maximal number of independent first
integrals in involution. A geometrical motivation for this definition is a theorem
of Arnold-Jost which states that the integral curves of an integrable Hamiltonian
system (under a certain additional hypothesis) are quasiperiodic, i.e. they are the
orbits of a constant vector field on an invariant torus.

In the nineteenth century, mechanical problems described by integrable Hamil-
tonian systems were the only ones which could be treated successfully. The reason
for this is a classical theorem of Liouville which says that, if a maximal system of
independent first integrals in involution is known, then the Hamiltonian equations
can be solved explicitly ('by quadratures'). After Poincare had recognized that
integrability is an exceptional phenomenon of Hamiltonian systems and began the
study of their qualitative properties, the interest in integrable Hamiltonian systems
vanished nearly completely and has only recently been revived. This new interest
is based to a large extent on the discovery that certain partial differential equations
can be considered as infinite dimensional integrable Hamiltonian systems; the most
famous example of such an equation is the Korteweg-de Vries equation.

Today the study of integrable Hamiltonian systems has developed on its own,
leading to the discovery of new examples and to a fruitful interplay between different
mathematical disciplines such as differential geometry, algebraic geometry and the
theory of Lie algebras.
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496 A. Thimm

The geodesic flows of Riemannian manifolds are special examples of Hamiltonian
systems. The question arises, for which Riemannian manifolds will the geodesic
flows, considered as Hamiltonian systems, be integrable?

Further, if the manifold is compact and the geodesic flow integrable, the theorem
of Arnold-Jost applies. This is of special interest since it allows the possibility of
a global qualitative study of the flow.

There are four classical examples of compact Riemannian manifolds with
integrable geodesic flow:

(a) compact surfaces of revolution ('Clairaut's first integral');
(b) SO(3) with left invariant metric (the geodesic flow of a left invariant metric

on SO(3) is, as a mechanical problem, equivalent to the equation of motion of a
rigid body around a fixed point without external forces. This differential equation
was first integrated by Euler, 1765);

(c) M-dimensional ellipsoids with different principal axes (Jacobi, 1838);
and, trivially,

(d) flat tori.
The only new examples are semi-simple Lie groups with certain left invariant
metrics (generalized Euler equations), see [6].

The purpose of this paper is to find further examples of integrable geodesic flows.
For this it seems reasonable to consider manifolds with large isometry groups, in
particular Riemannian homogeneous spaces. By a theorem of E. Noether the
geodesic flow of such a manifold M admits a whole Lie algebra of first integrals.
However, these first integrals in general are not in involution and cannot be used
directly to prove the integrability of the flow. In this paper integrability is proved
using a more general class of first integrals. These are defined in the following way
(cf. § 2). The Lie algebra of first integrals, arising from Noether's theorem, can be
described equivalently by a '^*-valued first integral', the so-called moment map.
The moment map is a first integral not only for the geodesic flow but for all
G-invariant Hamiltonian systems on T*M. By composing the moment map with
arbitrary functions on ^* one thereby obtains a large class of real-valued first
integrals for invariant Hamiltonian systems.

Furthermore, by this method, there are several possible ways to construct families
of first integrals which are in involution. The difficult part in proving the complete
integrability of G-invariant Hamiltonian systems on T*M then consists in proving
the independence of the functions in question. This is accomplished in several cases
by considering explicit expressions for the Hamiltonian vector fields of these
functions. In § 3 a class of homogeneous spaces M = G/K is introduced, character-
ized by the property that they admit a G-invariant metric which is induced by a
bi-invariant (possibly indefinite) metric of G. Using this metric a simple formula
for the symplectic structure on T*M is derived, which makes it possible to compute
the Hamiltonian vector fields of G-invariant Hamiltonians on T*M and of the first
integrals defined in § 2. A corollary of these computations is that, for a Riemannian
symmetric space, the invariant functions on T*M are all in involution.

The particular construction of the first integrals, on which are based the main
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results of this paper, is explained in § 4. These first integrals are defined by projecting
the moment map to non-degenerate subalgebras y' <=y and composing this projec-
tion with invariant functions on y'. For two such subalgebras yi, y2 one finds simple
conditions guaranteeing that the first integrals generated by yi, y2 are in involution;
for example [y 1, y 2 ] c y2, which holds in particular if y 1 <= y2. This makes it possible
to consider chains yic->y2<L* • • • ̂ yn ^^™+i =y of non-degenerate subalgebras.
The whole family of first integrals defined by gn,. . . , $n+i is in involution. At the
end of this section some geometric properties of the first integrals generated by a
non-degenerate subalgebra are discussed. For example, the integral curves of their
Hamiltonian vector fields are images of 1-parameter subgroups.

In §§ 5-7 these ideas are applied to concrete examples of homogeneous spaces.
It is shown that every G-invariant Hamiltonian on T*M defines a completely
integrable Hamiltonian system if M is one of the following compact homo-
geneous spaces: (a) Gp_q(U), (b) GM(C) (i.e. real and complex Grassmannians),
(c) SU (n + 1)/SO (n +1), (d) M is a distance sphere in CP"+1 (these can be written
as homogeneous spaces SU (n +1) x R/SU (n) x R). In particular, the geodesic flows
of these Riemannian manifolds are integrable. As corollaries one obtains, for
example, the complete integrability of the geodesic flow of SO (n + 1)/SO (n -1 )
and the classical results, already mentioned, about left invariant metrics on SO (3).

I wish to thank Peter Waksman for his help in the translation of the original
manuscript.

2. First integrals induced by a Lie group invariance
In this section we recall some basic facts about symplectic group actions. Detailed
expositions of the theory can be found for example in [1] or [2].

Let (TV, ay) be a symplectic manifold and G a Lie group acting on TV by symplectic
diffeomorphisms. If y denotes the Lie algebra of G, then, for any £ey, the
1-parameter subgroup exp ttj induces a symplectic vector field H{ on TV.

We assume that the action of G on TV is Hamiltonian. This means that, for any
£ e y, H( is a Hamiltonian vector field generated by a Hamiltonian function f% e
C°°(TV) and such that the mapping y -» C°°(TV), f <->f( is a homomorphism of Lie
algebras. Here the Lie algebra structure on C^C/V) is given by the Poisson bracket:

(f,g) = w(Hf,Hg).

The Hamiltonian group actions which are considered in this paper arise in the
following way. Let T:GXM-*M be the action of a Lie group G on a manifold
M. T*M, with the canonical 2-form, is a symplectic manifold, and the lift of the
G-action to T*M is Hamiltonian. For £ e y the Hamiltonian function f( e C°°(r*TVf)
is given as follows. Let £* be the vector field on M induced by £ then f{ is the
evaluation of cotangent vectors on £*:

fe(a) = a(£*(m)) for a e T*M

We want to study G-invariant Hamiltonians fe CCO(TV) and try to construct a large
set of first integrals of the Hamiltonian system Hf. By a first integral we mean a
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second function g s C°°(JV) which is constant along the integral curves of Hf, or
equivalently (/, g) = 0. Moreover, we require these first integrals to be in involution,
i.e. the Poisson brackets of any two of them vanish identically. The final goal is to
find a maximal number (that is \ dim N) of first integrals which are in involution
and are functionally independent almost everywhere on N. If such a maximal system
of first integrals exists, Hf is called (completely) integrable.

First integrals of Hf can be constructed by using the G-action on N. G-invariance
of / implies that each/{ is a first integral (Noether's theorem). One obtains a larger
class of first integrals by considering polynomial combinations of the /f, £ e y. This
amounts to an extension of the mapping $ -* C°°(A0 to S(y) -* C°°(N), where S(y)
is the symmetric algebra over ^. A further extension can be given by making use
of the moment map.

The moment map P:N-*#* is defined as

:= fe(n),

P is a y*-valued first integral of Hf. Therefore any fteC°°(y*) generates a first
integral fh of Hf by setting fh := h °.Pe C°°(JV). If | e , = (,*)* this definition of
f( coincides with the previous one and, since S(?) is generated by y, the mapping
C"XV)^C"'°UV), h-*fh extends 5(y)^C°°(N). (Here S(g) is identified with the
algebra of polynomials on y*.)

Now we turn to the question of how one can, by this method, find first integrals
of Hf which are in involution. One defines a Poisson bracket on C°°(y*) which is
derived from the Kostant-Kirillov symplectic structure on coadjoint orbits. For
*i, h2 e C00^*) define (hu h2) e C00^*) as

(fH, h2)(a) := addhria), dh2(a)]),

where dhj(a)ejf denotes the derivative of hi at the point a&g*. Note that for
IJ , ^2£y this coincides with the ordinary Lie bracket of g. One can show that this
Poisson bracket satisfies the same algebraic identities as the Poisson bracket on
C°°(7V), see [2]. Moreover, it follows that:

(2.1) LEMMA. The mapping C°°(y *) -» C°°(N), h >->/,, = h°Pis compatible with the
Poisson brackets, i.e.

A*,.**) =(/*,./»*) for all hu /i2 6C°°(,*).

Proof. Let neN,a= P{n) and £ = dhi(a), i = 1, 2. Since both Poisson brackets only
depend on first derivatives it follows that

(A,, h,)(n) = (/ft,/6)(«) =/[ft.fe](/i)

= a(liu &]) = (hlt *2)(a) =/(*,.*,)(«). •

This gives a method of constructing first integrals of Hf which are in involution.

(2.2) PROPOSITION. Let /eC°°(JV) Z>e a G-invariant Hamiltonian. For each /i, e
C°°(y*), /,• := A, "Pisa first integral of Hf, and (/„ /2) = 0 // (Alf A2) = 0. •

Now one has to find families of functions in involution in C°°(y*). Such families
can be obtained by using the invariant functions on y*. These functions are those
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h e C°°(y*) invariant under the coadjoint action of G on ^*, which means

fc(Ad (g'Ya) = h(a) for all ge G and a e ,* .

Inserting a 1-parameter subgroup exp f£ into this equation and taking the derivative
one finds for invariant functions:

a([dh(a),£]) = 0 for a l l ^ and a e#*.

This means that the Poisson bracket of an invariant function and an arbitrary
function vanishes.

Actually, invariant functions can be used to generate even larger sets of functions
in involution. With such a construction Mishchenko and Fomenko proved the
complete integrability of the system of Euler equations on the regular coadjoint
orbits of semi-simple Lie algebras [6]. A similar construction is given in [10], using
an orthogonal decomposition $ = A@m of y.

The results of this paper are based on a simple enlargement of the set of invariant
functions which will be described in § 4.

3. Symplectic geometry on T{G/K)
We consider homogeneous spaces M = G/K, where G is a Lie group and K a
closed subgroup; TT:G-*M denotes the canonical projection. Furthermore, we
restrict ourselves to homogeneous spaces of the following special kind:

(3.1) Property. On the Lie algebra # of G there exists an Ad (Cr)-invariant, sym-
metric, non-degenerate bilinear form B such that the restriction of B to the Lie
algebra A of K is likewise non-degenerate.

This property is not only used to simplify the notation but it will enable us to
derive a simple formula for the symplectic structure on T*M. We list some
consequences.

Let «« be the S-complement of A in g. *n is canonically identified with T^(e)M
by means of ir^e. B\^Xm is non-degenerate and Ad (i<0-invariant and thus defines
a (possibly indefinite) G-invariant metric on M. One has an orthogonal decomposi-
tion g=A(Q*n (for i; e g we write £ = & + £„) and, in the Lie algebra, the relations

\A,A\cA, [/,«#»]<=*».

An important property of homogeneous spaces satisfying (3.1) is that they are
naturally reductive. This implies

where Exp denotes the exponential map of M. Thus geodesies on M are images
of 1-parameter subgroups of G, cf. [5, ch. X, thm. 3.5].

Examples of homogeneous spaces of this kind are:
Lie groups with bi-invariant (possibly indefinite) metric;
normal homogeneous spaces (i.e. B is positive definite on g);
Riemannian symmetric spaces.

Henceforth we identify y* with g by means of B, and T*M with TM by means
of the invariant metric ( , ) on M. We shall study the symplectic manifold TM.
For the moment map P, one derives a very simple expression.
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(3.2) LEMMA. Let M = G/K be a homogeneous space satisfying (3.1). The moment
map P: TM -> 9 is given as P(g£) = Ad (g)£ where g£ e TMg)M, ^ s » t , ? e G .

Proof. For all £ e ^ one has

o = (gi> J -
d , - i , XA I d ,

— r\g exp t£g, Tr{e))\ = B\ £, —— 7r(exp f(Ad i
dt\o I \ dt\o

The problem we are concerned with in this paper is the construction of first integrals
in involution for G-invariant Hamiltonian systems on TM. These first integrals
shall be functionally independent almost everywhere. The proof of this indepen-
dence turns out to be the difficult part in such constructions. We shall be able to
do this in certain cases by using explicit expressions for their Hamiltonian vector
fields. To derive such expressions we now develop a formula for the symplectic
structure of T(G/K).

We identify a neighbourhood W of ir(e) with a certain submanifold of G as
follows. Let U<^$ be a neighbourhood of 0 such that expiu: I/-*exp U is a
diffeomorphism and such that there exists a neighbourhood V of 0 in m, V c U D
*n, which is mapped by IT ° exp diffeomorphically onto a neighbourhood W of v(e)
in M. By means of 7r|eXp v we identify exp V <^G with W and regard

exp*|rv: TV=Vx*n^> T(exp V)

as a coordinate system for TW.
Using left translations one has the identifications

TG = G*g and TTG = G x , x ^ x , .

Now, T(TM, £e*n = 7V(e)M can be looked at as a subspace of G X J X J X ^ . To
determine this subspace define a tangent vector (v,w)e T(0,o( V x tn) by the curve
t>-*(tv, g + tw). This is mapped in T(exp V) to exp^nXf + tw) which becomes, by
the identification TG = G*g,

(exp tv, Lexp »• ° exp*|to(f + rtv)).

The derivative at time 0 of this curve can be calculated using the formula:

-i l - exp{-ad (ft;)} T J t , _,. 2Ni-exp «,• ° exp în, = —— = Id - 21 ad v + O(t ) ,
ad (ft;)

cf. [3, ch. II, thm 1.7]. It follows that

(e, I v, -\[_v, {] + w)<=TeTMcGx?Xf x,.

M is naturally reductive and so Exp = 7r°exp|V defines normal coordinates centred
at 7r(e). This means, if one chooses a basis f i, . . . , £ „ E «w and defines local coordin-
ates by

n

(xu. ..,*„)>->• Exp I xS,
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that the coefficients (ga) of the metric tensor ( , ) satisfy

^ ( 0 ) = 0 for i , / , r = l , . . . , / i .
OXr

In such coordinates the symplectic structure of T(TM becomes the standard sym-
plectic structure defined by the bilinear form B; so we have

w(f)((fi, -\[vu €]+Wi), (v2, -h[v2, €] + w2)) = B(vu w2)-B(v2, Wi).
Using the symplectic G-action on TM, one obtains a formula for the symplectic
structure of TM at arbitrary points g£e TM, £e*n, geG. Summarizing we have:

(3.3) PROPOSITION. LetM = G/Kbe a homogeneous space satisfying (3.1). Identify
, (;€*tt by means of the exponential map with the subspace

{(v, - \[v, £] + *v)(e,f) :v,we*n}

XyX?. Then the symplectic structure of TM in g£ is given by

Mg((g*ti(vi, -2[vi, g] + wi), g*\e(v2, - | |>2, £\+w2)) = B{vu w2)-B(v2, Wi).

The horizontal subspace of TgiTM is

g*\({(v, -\{v, g]):ve*n}

and the vertical subspace is g^({(0, w)/w e ««}. •

As a first application let us compute the Hamiltonian vector field of a G-invariant
function / : TM -* U. G-invariant functions / on TM are in one-one correspondence
with Ad (A")-invariant functions h:**i->U, the correspondence being f(g£) = h(t;).
For h:*n-*R define grad h (£), £ e m. using B\mXm.

(3.4) PROPOSITION. Let h:*n->U be Ad (K)-invariant and /:7M-»R the G-
invariant Hamiltonian defined by h. The Hamiltonian vector field Hf of f is given by

Hf(g£) = g*|f(vu -|[t)i, f] + w^,

where vx = grad h(g) and wt = -|[grad h(g), £U.
If fi,f2: 7M->R are two invariant Hamiltonians defined by hly h2:*n-*U, then

their Poisson bracket is

(A, fi)(g£) = -5([grad hiU), grad h2(€)], £).

Proof. For all v, w e *n one has

df\gi(g* ° (fl-*)*|f (u, -\\v,
d

= -r- (/ ° (g exp to) ° fl-*k (i + tw - \ t[v, f] + O (?2)))
dt\0

= ̂ -{h(£ + tw-\t[v, £1. + O(t2)))
dt\0

= S(grad A(f), w)-|
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The formula for the Poisson bracket follows by setting

g £ ) , £ L . •
As a simple example, take

and obtain the equation of the geodesic flow on TM:

The corresponding Hamiltonian is in involution with all G-invariant functions on
TM.

Symmetric spaces are characterized by [*», *n\<=-i, so we have the corollary:

(3.5) COROLLARY. Let M = G/K be a Riemannian symmetric space and f: TM -* R
a G-invariant Hamiltonian. Then Hf is purely horizontal. Any two such Hamiltonians
are in involution. •

For Riemannian symmetric spaces the algebra of Ad (K)-invariant polynomials on
*n is generated by r polynomials, where r = rank M. These polynomials define on
TM a family of r independent functions in involution.

This shows that one cannot expect to find integrable Hamiltonian systems on
TM by considering only the invariant functions (except trivially where M is a
symmetric space of Euclidian type). However, as we saw in § 2, G-invariant
Hamiltonian systems on TM have many first integrals, namely all functions

fh = h°P, heC°°(*).

We compute the Hamiltonian vector field of fh.

(3.6) PROPOSITION. Let M = G/K be a homogeneous space satisfying (3.1) and
h:?->U. Then the Hamiltonian vector field Hf of f - h ° P is given by

where

v = {Ad(g-1)£)» and w = [Ad ( g ^ , £ L - K

withC = grad/i(Ad(g)£).

Proof. Using (3.1) we compute as in proposition (3.4) that, for all v', w' e*n,

\ w'))

^(h
dt\0

= B{£, Ad

= £(Ad (g-l)£, w')+B(Ad (g-x)£, [v1, £}-\W, £]„).

This gives v = (Ad (g"1)^)— and the second term equals

B{Ad {g-l)C-\{Ad (g"1)^, W, £D = ~B([Ad (g-^-kAd (g-1)^, a v')

which gives the expression for w. •
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4. Integrals in involution defined by non-degenerate subalgebras
Let G be a Lie group with an Ad (G)-invariant, non-degenerate, symmetric bilinear
form B on g its Lie algebra. As usual, we identify g and g* by means of B. The
Poisson bracket in C°°{g*) of § 2 transforms to the following Poisson bracket in

= B(& [grad M f
(Here grad A (£) is denned using B.)

The equation characterizing Ad (G)-invariant functions h on g is

[6grad*(f)] = 0 for all f e *

We now introduce a class of functions on g which generalize the invariant functions.
Suppose g'^-g is a non-degenerate subalgebra, i.e. 2*i,'x,- is non-degenerate.

Then the orthogonal projection Tr':^-*g' is defined. Let G ' c G b e the connected
subgroup corresponding to g'. We consider functions h'°ir'e C°°(g), where h' is
an Ad (G')-invariant function on g .

Let now g\,g2<=g be two such non-degenerate subalgebras with orthogonal
projections TT, :g -*a and invariant functions ht e C°°(y,), / = 1, 2. When are hi ° TTI
and h2 ° TTI in involution on 9 ?

Their Poisson bracket can be computed as follows:

(/ii o TTI, h2 ° wa)(f) = 5 (6 [grad hx(ir^), grad A

= B([l grad A^Trif)], grad

= Bftfe, grad A^inf)], grad h2(n2{))

= B(€.h [grad A^inf), grad A2(w2f)]).

(4.1) PROPOSITION. Letgi, 92 be two non-degenerate subalgebras of 9 with orthogonal
projections TTi'.p^* y, and invariant functions ht € C°°(̂ ,-), / = 1, 2. 77ie Poisson bracket
of hi°v\ and h2°ir2 vanishes identically on 9 if [#\,9T\<=^gi. This holds in
particular if g2 <= 9x or \9u 92\ = {0}. •

Clearly, one obtains further conditions for the vanishing of the Poisson brackets
by interchanging gi and g2. Another condition, which is symmetric in gi, g2, is that
[yi»#2]cgi+ 92 and5(^1,y2) = 0.

Using these conditions it now becomes possible to construct large sets of functions
in involution in C°°(y). Consider, for example, a chain of non-degenerate subalge-
bras in g:

»1 ^> ?2 ^* • • • "> ?n ^> »n + \ = 9

and invariant functions /i, e C°°(gi). It follows that the hi ° TT, are all in involution
in C°°(g).

Let (N, (o) be a symplectic manifold and assume that there exists a Hamiltonian
action of G on (N,a>). By proposition (2.2) such a chain of non-degenerate
subalgebras in % generates a large set of first integrals in involution for arbitrary
G-invariant Hamiltonian systems on N.

This idea will be applied in the next sections to N = T*M, where M = G/K
is a homogeneous space satisfying (3.1). By considering appropriate chains of
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non-degenerate subalgebras in $ and using the expressions given in proposition
(3.6) we shall, in several cases, be able to prove that every G-invariant
Hamiltonian on TM defines a completely integrable system.

In the rest of this section we discuss some special properties of the first integrals
which arise from non-degenerate subalgebras in #. Again, we restrict ourselves to
homogeneous spaces satisfying (3.1), although (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) (depending
only on the equivariance of the moment map) hold for general Hamiltonian
G-actions.

(4.2) LEMMA. Let M = G/K be a homogeneous space satisfying (3.1), P: TM-* g
the moment map, p'cp a non-degenerate subalgebra with orthogonal projection
IT' :$ -»£>', and h'e C°°(#') an invariant function. Then f = h'°ir'°P is invariant
under the G'-action on TM. •

We next show that the integral curves of Hamiltonian systems generated by
Hamiltonians / ' as in lemma (4.2) are images of 1-parameter subgroups.

Recall that, for any £e^, the 1-parameter subgroup exp t£ induces the Hamil-
tonian vector field Hc on TM with Hamiltonian function fc. Consider h e C00^)
and / = h ° P e C°°(TM). It follows from proposition (3.6) that

H,(g£)=Hc{gZ) with £ = gradfc(Ad(g)£).

This and the following fact were first noted by Guillemin & Sternberg [2] in the
context of general Hamiltonian group actions.

(4.3) PROPOSITION. Let h e C°°(y). The solution curve of the Hamiltonian vector
field Hf, f=h°P, on TM passing through g£ can be written locally in the form
g(t)gi. Here g{t) is the solution of the following ordinary differential equation on G:

g(t) = i?g(,).(grad h(P{g(t)gi))), g(0) = e.

Proof. Let £ = grad h{P(g(t)g£)). Then we have

dt \

D

In particular, if h e C°°(^) is Ad (G)-invariant, the equation above reduces to

and its solution is the 1-parameter subgroup

exp t(grad h(Ad

The orbit of Hf passing through gg becomes

g(t)gi = g exp t(grad

In the examples below we shall have grad h(g)e»n and then the projection of
this orbit to M is the geodesic on M with initial direction

g-(grzd h(£))eTMg)M-
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For first integrals generated by a non-degenerate subalgebra g,', the vector field
given by the differential equation of proposition (4.3) is tangent to G' and we have:

(4.4) PROPOSITION. Let g be a non-degenerate subalgebra of $ with corresponding
connected subgroup G'^G, orthogonal projection Tr'-.g^g and Ad (G')-invariant
function h'eC°°(g'). The solution curve of the Hamiltonian vector field Hf, / =
h'° TT'° P, on TM passing through g£ is the image of the 1-parameter subgroup
exp t£ in G' with £ = grad h'W Ad (g)|). •

Let M' := G'tr(g) and/ as in proposition (4.4); then Hf is tangent to the submanifold
TM' of TM. Consider, for example,

The corresponding Hamiltonian / on TM can be regarded as a quadratic form on
M. Sometimes this quadratic form defines a metric on M'. For example:

(4.5) PROPOSITION. Assume B\mXm is definite and A' := Ad (g)A D y' a non-
degenerate subalgebra. Then f\Tm' defines a G'-invariant metric on M' whose
geodesies are images of 1-parameter subgroups of G'. These geodesies coincide with
geodesies of M if and only if A' = TT' Ad (g)A. If A' = n' Ad (g)A holds, the metric
defined by f equals the metric on M' induced by the metric of M and M' is a totally
geodesic submanifold of M.

Proof. M' = G'/K' with K' = gKg~y D G'. Let W be the complement of A' in 9', thus

2=A'®m' and dim *n = dim M'.

On the other hand, the tangent space T7rig)M' equals

We claim that

7r'°Ad(g):
is an isomorphism. This follows from

= B((Ad (g-Vi) - , (Ad (g"1)^)^) for all (lt £2 e 9',

the definiteness of B|«x», and the fact that both spaces have the same dimension.
We therefore have

W = TT' Ad (g)(Ad ( g - V ) ~ = ir' Ad (g)*..

Since

f(g£) = \Biir1 Ad (g)£ 77' Ad (g)&,

the bilinear form defined by / is non-degenerate on Tw(g)M'. The condition
IT' Ad {g)A c A' is equivalent to ««'cAd(g)»(. This means that the 1-parameter
subgroups exp t£, (e.m generate geodesies on M with initial point ir(g).

Furthermore, it then follows for £e in':

fig • (Ad (g'1)^) = \BU, 0 = sB((Ad (g-1)^-., (Ad ( g - 1 ) ^ ) .

This shows that this metric coincides with the metric induced by M. •
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5. Real Grassmannians
The real Grassmann manifolds can be defined as

Gp,q(U) = SO (n + 1)/SO (p)xSO (q),

On $ = ot>(n +1) one has the natural Ad (G)-invariant scalar product

in g isThe complement of 4 =

In $ we consider the chain of subalgebras

embedded in this way:
oo(n

Let 77/ .g -»<>*(/) denote the orthogonal projection. By the method described in the
last section, every subalgebra oo{j) defines a set of first integrals for G-invariant
Hamiltonian systems on T(Gp,q(U)). First, we examine how many independent such
integrals one obtains from a single subalgebra. The general theory of invariant
polynomials and symmetric spaces (see, for example, [3], [4], [8]) guarantees that:
there are exactly q = rank M invariant polynomials on g whose gradients are
independent at any regular f € nt. (£ € «« is called regular if the centralizer of £ in
»n is a Cartan algebra Ca (f) in m, i.e. this centralizer has dimension q.) It follows
that, if £ e wt is regular, the gradients of these polynomials are a basis of Ca (£).
These statements can also be proved by elementary means by considering the
polynomials

Proposition (3.6) implies that o/>(n + l) defines q independent first integrals (g =
e, vk = grad hk(g), wk = 0, k = 1 , . . . , q). The same is true for every oo(j), js2q,
since

TTj{*n) = oo{j) n **t

is the Lie triple system of a Grassmannian G,-q_q(U) (again of rankg). •7T2q-i(**t)
is the Lie triple system of a Gq_1<I(R) of rank q — 1, and so the subalgebra oo{2q - 1 )
generates q — 1 independent first integrals.
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Now consider ao{2q -2 ) . For a regular point ir2q-2(i) in 7T2<J-2(*»*), the gradients
of q - 2 invariant polynomials on do(2<? — 2) are independent. However, this sub-
algebra defines more independent first integrals. To see this, we consider a different
point 7r(g)EGM(R). Let

g 1 eSO(2q- l ) -*SO(n

be the transformation which permutes ep-q+2 and ±ep+u where e\,..., en+i denote
the canonical basis of R"+1. Ad (gi) acts on $ by permuting the corresponding rows
and columns (and perhaps changing some signs) and one finds that

W2,-2(Ad (gi)*«) = Ad (gi)*n D oo{2q - 2)

is again the Lie triple system of a G<,_i,q_i(R). Therefore, there are q — 1 invariant
polynomials hj on a&(2q — 2) such that

grad h,i7T2q-2(Ad ( g ) f j

are independent for almost all £e*«. The horizontal parts of the corresponding
Hamiltonian vector fields in gi£ are given by

p
Hamiltonian vector fields in gi£ are given by

Vj = Ad (gi1) grad /i,(77-2<,-2(Ad (gi)£)) 6 *».

Clearly, they are also independent.
Note that all first integrals found before this last step are invariant under gt. In

particular, their Hamiltonian vector fields are described by the same expressions
v of proposition (3.6) at the two points gi£ and £

Keeping the point n(g\), we obtain q — 2 independent first integrals from the
subalgebra ao{2q-3). Passing to a&(2q — 4), we take the transformation g2e
SO(2q-3) which permutes ep~q+4 and ±ep+2- All previously constructed first
integrals are g2-invariant. Setting g3 = g2gi we find that 7r2,_4(Ad (gs)**t) is the Lie
triple system of a G<,-2,<,-2(R), thus obtaining q—2 independent first integrals.
Proceeding in this way up to the subalgebras oo{2), oe-{2), each of which defines
one first integral, we have obtained the following total number of first integrals:

Now we want to show that the union of all these first integrals is functionally
independent almost everywhere.

The above construction has led to a geSO(n + l) with the property that the
first integrals which are defined by a single oo(y) are independent (and purely
horizontal) at gf for almost all £ By induction on / = 2, 3 , . . . , n +1, we build up
a specific £ € m such that all the Hamiltonian vector fields of these functions are
independent at g£

We describe the induction first for 2 ^ - l s / < n . Here we have to show the
following. Assume there are £ 6 7T,(»J) such that the Hamiltonian vector fields v at
g£j coming from the subalgebras oo{i),i-^j, spanir,(*«). Then it is possible to
supplement one of these & by x e Uq to a regular £y+1 e TT/+I(»») such that

Ca (f/+i)©wy(«#«)
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0
1

—" X

0
0
*

X

*

0

(Recall that the regularity of
nomials on ao{j + \) span Ca

Oo(j)

implies that the gradients of q invariant poly-
).) To prove this, begin with any x, assuming f;

regular in 7r;(««) and £,+i regular in 7r,+i(»*). This is possible, since one can change
if slightly without disturbing the hypothesis on the independence of the previously
constructed Hamiltonian vector fields. The other condition is

or that there is no a,

lO-'A

with [£/+i, a] = 0. But [f/+i> a] = 0 is equivalent to [£,-, a] = 0 and A'x = 0, which
means that a € Ca (£•) and A'x = 0.

However, it is true for x in an open dense set that A'x # 0 for all a € Ca (£,) — {0}.
To see this one can transform Ca (£,) by means of Ad (K 0 SO (/)) to the standard
('diagonal') Cartan algebra of Tr,(m). Then one can choose any vector whose com-
ponents are all different from 0.

Thus, after possibly changing x slightly, we have

Now we consider the cases / = 2 , 4 , . . . , 1q — 2. For these we had passed by means
of a transformation g,, / = 2q — 2—j, from Tr(gi-i) to 7r(g,+i) in GP,,(R),

gi+i = gigi-i (g-i = e).

Just as with the first case one shows the following. If there exist £, € 77,(Ad (g,+1)*»)
with the following property: the Hamiltonian vector fields v at g£;, £, = Ad (gi+i )£, 6
*n, coming from the subalgebras ao(k), k < / span all of

Ad (gr+i )77y(Ad (gi+i)»t),

then it is possible to supplement some Ad (gl"1 )£/ by a vector x to a regular

such that

Now set

Ca (6+i)0Ad (g7* = 7r,+1(Ad (g,

Since the first integrals arising from ao{j +1) are invariant under all gk, k > /, their
Hamiltonian vector fields are described by the same expressions v at g£,+i and
gi-i^+i- Now the vectors v coming from the subalgebras oo(k), k<j + l span at

all of

A(grii)ir/+i(Ad = Ad
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In the remaining cases / = 3, 5 , . . . , 2q - 3 , the situation is identical to the one
which was considered first. Beginning with o<?(2) one can thus build up inductively
£ e *n such that, for each /, the horizontal components v of the Hamiltonian vector
fields defined by oo{k), k :£/, span in g( the subspace Ad (g~ )7r,(Ad {g)*n) of *».

Finally, one has

*» = © Ad (g-1) Ca (w, Ad (g)€).
;=2

Moreover, this means that all pq Hamiltonian vector fields are independent at gg.
By analyticity this has to hold almost everywhere on T(GM(U)). We therefore have:
(5.1) THEOREM. Every G-invariant Hamiltonian on T(Gp,q(U)) defines a com-
pletely integrable Hamiltonian system. In particular, the geodesic flow of Gp,q{U) is
integrable. •

Applying proposition (4.5) one can give a geometrical interpretation of the construc-
tion above. To the chain of subalgebras in ^ corresponds a chain of embedded
totally geodesic Grassmannian submanifolds in GM(U). The proof of theorem 5.1
proceeded by induction over this sequence of Grassmannians.

Further note that our system of integrals in involution is defined by the moment
map alone. Therefore it is clear that theorem 5.1 also holds for non-oriented
Grassmannians SO (n + 1)/S (O (p) x O (q)).

As an illustration, we take a closer look at the first integrals we obtain in the
simplest case: q = l, Gn,i(U) = Sn. These are

fi(gi) = -\ tr (uy Ad (g)if, j = 2 , . . . , n +1.

They can be expressed using the standard embedding
rs"<=rR"+1 = iR"+1xiR"+1.

Then the moment map becomes the classical angular momentum

P{x, y) = (xkyi-x,yk) e oo(n +1)

and it follows that

fl(x,y) = -ktr(irlP{x,y))2 = k I (xky,-x,yk)
2, / = 2 , . . . , n + l .

k,ls:n+2-j

In [10] it is shown that these integrals can be deduced from a solution of the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation by separation of variables in polar coordinates. They
are first integrals for arbitrary SO (n + l)-invariant Hamiltonian systems on R"+1 x
R"+1 and actually they can already be recognized in the classical construction of
action-angle variables for the Kepler problem (Delaunay variables), t

For S" no isometries are needed to prove the independence of the first integrals.
Therefore, the proof carries over immediately to the dual symmetric space H" =
SOo(n,l)/SO(n)of S*.

(5.2) COROLLARY. Every SO0 (n, I)-invariant Hamiltonian on TH" defines a
completely integrable Hamiltonian system. In particular, the geodesic flow of H" is
integrable. •
t This was pointed out to me by Professor J. Moser.
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Finally, one can deduce a result for the normal homogeneous space M =
SO(n

(5.3) PROPOSITION. The geodesic flow of SO (n + 1)/SO (n -1 ) is completely
integrable.

Proof. The proof of theorem 5.1, especially for Gn_i,2(R), shows that there are
2(« -1 ) independent first integrals in involution for arbitrary SO (n + l)-invariant
Hamiltonians on TM. Let

D = En,n+i — En+i,n £.**.

Then the linear map h: *n -* U,
*(f) = - 5 tr (£>•£)

is Ad CK)-invariant and thus defines a G-invariant function on TM. Since
grad h(g) = D, it is clear from proposition (3.4) that this Hamiltonian is independent
from the other 2(n — 1) first integrals. •

6. Complex Grassmannians
We define the complex Grassmannians as

On $ = a(n +1) one has the Ad (G)-invariant scalar product

fl(£Tj) = - | R e t r ( f - i f ) , lv^9-
The complement oil = a(p) x u(q) is

In the same way as in the last section we consider the chain of subalgebras in %:

«(1) "- a(2) ~> • • • <->«(«) ^ u(n +1)

with the corresponding embedding. Let TT, :#->«(/) be the orthogonal projection.
To determine the number of independent first integrals arising from a single

subalgebra «(/), we shall proceed as with the real Grassmannians: namely, we shall
interpret TT/(«#») (or wy(Ad (g)»*) for a suitable geG) as the Lie triple system of
another Grassmannian. We first have to answer the following question. Let

p' + q'=j and *»'<=«(/) = ,?'

be the Lie triple system of a corresponding Grassmannian. How many Ad (U(j))-
invariant polynomials on $ are independent on nt'l

The algebra of invariant polynomials on a(j) is generated by

where a = 1 if k is even and a = / = V(-l) if k is odd. Let £ e *n be regular. From
the theory of invariant polynomials on semi-simple Lie algebras one then concludes,
cf. [3], [8]:

(a) If q'<p', then grad hk{£), k = 1 , . . . , 2q' +1, are linearly independent.
(b) If q' = p', then grad hk(i), k = 1 , . . . , 2q', are linearly independent.
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Note that
grad hk (£) = £*"* e *n if k is even,

and

grad hk (£) = i£ € A' if fc is odd.

Later we shall need some more information. We write

. 0 X\

and

0

The following two statements are trivial if one transforms £ to the standard
('diagonal') Cartan algebra of W'. Let soe N, then:

(c) The linear independence of the sequence of matrices f2s, s = 1 , . . . , s0, is
equivalent to the linear independence of ('XX)S, s = 1 , . . . , s0.

(d) If p'^q', the linear independence of the matrices g2s, s = 0 , 1 , . . . , s0, is
equivalent to the linear independence of ('XX)S, s = 0 , 1 , . . . , s0.

Now we determine how many independent first integrals are generated by a
single subalgebra. With «(n + l) one obtains q independent first integrals using
h2, / i 4 , . . . , h2q. We claim that for a{n) {p>q + \) the first integrals defined by
hi, h2,..., h2q are independent. At first, it is clear that those first integrals induced
by h2, / i 4 , . . . , h2q are independent at f for almost all £e»*. Their Hamiltonian
vector fields are purely horizontal at these points. On the other hand, the Hamil-
tonian vector fields arising from hi, h3,..., h2q+i are purely vertical at £ This
vertical part is given by

Wk = i[nn(€)k~\ £] = i[iTn(£)k~\£-irn(£)l k = 1, 3 , . . . , 2q +1 .

Write

£ =

If p >q +1, it follows from (a) and (c) that, for irn(i) regular, the matrices

{-XX)S, s = \,...,q,

are linearly independent. This implies the independence of

(~'XXy, s = 0,...,q-l.

If p = q +1, we obtain the independence of these matrices from (b) and (d). Then,
for almost all x e C , the vectors

x(-'XXy, s=0,...,q-l,

are also independent. This is equivalent to the linear independence of

wk, k = 1 ,3 , . . . , 2q-\.

The same arguments apply to the subalgebras a(j),j>2q. Note that the Hamil-
tonian vector fields arising from polynomials of even degree are purely horizontal

0

-'x -X

X

X
0
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at g, whereas the Hamiltonian vector fields arising from polynomials of odd degree
are purely vertical. Moreover, these vertical vectors wk coming from the subalgebra
«(/) satisfy 7Tj(wk) = 0; however, the

are linearly independent at almost all g. With a(2q -1) one obtains q -1 indepen-
dent horizontal Hamiltonian vector fields and q independent vertical vector fields
as follows from (a) and (d).

To study the subsequent subalgebras we apply the same transformations g, to
7r(e) in Gp_q(C) as with the real Grassmannians. The number of independent
horizontal Hamiltonian vector fields then is reduced by one, at every second step.
As to the Hamiltonian vector fields arising from polynomials of odd degree, we
merely consider a{2q -2 ) . All further cases are treated in the same way.

7T2<?_2(Ad ( g i M = Ad (gi)#« D «(2q - 2)

is the Lie triple system of a Gq-itq-i(C). Let

be regular in this space. The (purely vertical) Hamiltonian vector fields induced by
hu h3,..., h2q-3 are given at gig by

wfc= Ad (g^ttf*-1, Ad (*!)£]

= Ad (g?Mk~\ Ad (gl)g-a k = l,3,...,2q-3.

The independence of these vectors for almost all g follows from (b) and (d). Note
that their orthogonal projections to the subspace

of *n vanish. However, for almost all g, these vectors project in ir2q-i{"*) to a
complex basis for its orthogonal complement.

One now proceeds in the same way up until a(l) which generates one first
integral. The Hamiltonian vector field of this first integral is purely vertical over
fl-(g), where g is constructed just as in the last section. At each step one observes
the following. For almost all g the vertical Hamiltonian vector fields wk at gg defined
by «(/) project in

to a complex basis for the subspace orthogonal to

Ad (g-V,(Ad (g)*,).

The total number of first integrals that we obtain in this way is:

= 2qp.

It remains to show that the union of all their Hamiltonian vector fields is independent
at gg for an appropriate g e m. To prove the independence of the horizontal vector
fields, one can construct such a g in the same way as with the real Grassmannians.
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For 2q-l<j^n one supplements £ e Ttj{tn) by an x e C to a regular £+1 e iri+i(*n)
so that

Similarly, in the cases ;' = 1, 3 , . . . , 2q - 3.
For / = 2 , 4 , . . . , 2q - 2 , one supplements

Ad (gr1)^ ^eT

by a complex vector x to a regular

so that

Ca (£+i) n Ad (g"1 )7ry(Ad (g,+1)*«) = {0}.

At the same time, one can choose x in such a way that the vertical Hamiltonian
vector fields defined by «(/) are independent at g£ Doing this it is clear that,
together, all vertical Hamiltonian vector fields are independent at g£

(6.1) THEOREM. Every G-invariant Hamiltonian on T(GM(C)) defines a com-
pletely integrable Hamiltonian system. In particular, the geodesic flow of GP,,(C) is
integrable. •

For q = 1 the independence of the integrals is shown without using transformations
of the base point. Thus, for the dual symmetric space

CH" = U(n,l)/U(n)xU(l)

of CP", we have the corollary:

(6.2) COROLLARY. Every U (n, 1)-invariant Hamiltonian on T(CH") defines a
completely integrable Hamiltonian system. In particular, the geodesic flow of CHn

is integrable. •

7. Further examples
In this section we shall consider homogeneous spaces satisfying (3.1) whose isometry
group contains SU (n + 1) as a subgroup. The restriction of B to the subalgebra
oa(n +1) of g will coincide with the canonical scalar product

-^Re t r t f - r , ) .

In order to construct sufficiently large sets of independent first integrals in involution
we consider, together with the non-degenerate subalgebra au(n +1), a chain

and the 'orthogonal projections'

77,:_? -> aa(n +

defined by

B
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Any U (/)-invariant function h e C°°(«(/)) generates a first integral/for G-invariant
Hamiltonian systems by setting f = h°iTj°P. The Hamiltonian vector field Hf of
/ is then given by proposition (3.6) with

C = (grad h(ir, Ad(g)£))_(/1+1) = grad h(ir, Ad (g)£)

T T t r (8 r a d *("> A d («)*» • I d -
n +1

It is clear that proposition (4.1) extends to such a chain of 'subalgebras'.

(a) Our first example in this section is the symmetric space

Af = SU(re + l)/SO(re + l).
(7.1) THEOREM. Every SU (n + \)-invariant Hamiltonian on

T(SU(re + l)/SO(n + l))

defines a completely integrable Hamiltonian system. In particular, the geodesic
flow of SU (n + 1)/SO (re +1) is integrable.

Proof. The complement of A = <to(n +1) is

Since »« contains a Cartan algebra of <J<*(M + 1), there are n invariant polynomials
on f whose gradients are linearly independent at every regular £e *n. For 1 : s /<
n, Trj{wi) contains a maximal abelian subalgebra of «(/). For almost all f 6 *«, 7r,-(f)
is regular in 7Ty(««) and the gradients of exactly / invariant polynomials on «(/) are
independent at wy(f). The total number of first integrals we obtain is:

1 + 2 + - • - + n+n= dimM.

By the same arguments used in the preceding sections, one shows that the gradients
of all these polynomials are independent almost everywhere on *n. •

It is easy to see that theorem (7.1) also holds for the compact symmetric space
U (n + 1)/O (n +1), which can be interpreted as the manifold of Lagrangian sub-
spaces of a symplectic vector space. Further, its proof carries over immediately to
the dual symmetric space SL (n +1, R)/SO (n +1) of SU (n + 1)/SO (n +1). Here
on uses the algebras

9€{\, R) *• f€(2, R) -» • • • ** f€(n, R), ^ ( H +1 , R).

(7.2) COROLLARY. .Erery SL (n + 1 , R)-invariantHamiltonian on

T(SL(w + l, R)/SO(n + l))

defines a completely integrable Hamiltonian system. In particular, the geodesic flow

is integrable. •

(b) We consider the compact Lie groups SO (n +1) and SU (n +1).
The results of § 5 and of (a) above directly give:

(7.3) PROPOSITION. Let G be one of the Lie groups SO (re +1) or SU (n +1). Then
every Hamiltonian on TG which is invariant under the G-action on TG induced by
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left translations admits k independent first integrals in involution, where

k=\{n +I)2, if G = SO (n +1) andn + liseven.

k=\n{n + 2), if G = SO (n +1) and n + lis odd.

U = SU(n + l). •

For G = SO (3) it follows that every G-left invariant Hamiltonian on TG admits
2 first integrals in involution. This immediately gives the classical result that the
geodesic flow of every left invariant metric on SO (3) is completely integrable.

Finally, let us remark that, for Hamiltonian systems on TG which are not only
left invariant but have further invariance properties, one can define larger classes
of first integrals which are in involution. Let / / c G b e a subgroup and consider
the action of H on G from the right: (h, g)>-*gh~1. Suppose/e C^iTG) is a G-left
invariant Hamiltonian which is also invariant under the induced //-right action on
TG.

Represent G as (G x H)/H*, where H* = {(g, g): g e H), and consider two chains
of non-degenerate subalgebras in g x A, one in g x {0} and the other in {0} x A. The
first integrals of Hf arising from these two chains are all in involution.

(c) As a last example, we consider the distance spheres in complex projective
space. The distance spheres in CP"+1 are diffeomorphic to S2"+1 but the Riemannian
metrics induced by the Fubini-Study metric of CP"+1 are different from the metric
of the standard sphere. They can be described as homogeneous spaces as follows,
cf. [11]. Let

G = SU(n + l)xR

and define on

the Ad (G)-invariant, non-degenerate, symmetric bilinear form

where B is the standard metric of oa{n +1), ( , > is the ordinary scalar product
of R, and c e (-oo, -1) u (0, oo) is a constant number. Let

—n
and D be the canonical base vector of T0U = R. In G one embeds K = SU (n) x R in
the following way as a closed subgroup:

fhexp{it/a) 0 \ \
0 exp (-int/a)/' ) '

Then
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and as /^-complement of A in § one finds:

where s2 = c/(c +1). Note that B\^,x^. is positive definite. M = G/K is isometric to
a distance sphere in CP"+1. If c >0 , M is normal homogeneous and is also called
a Berger sphere.

(7.4) THEOREM. Every G-invariant Hamiltonian on TM defines a completely
integrable Hamiltonian system. In particular, the geodesic flow of M is integrable.

Proof. One can define first integrals in involution by using the algebras

oa(n +1), «(1) -» «(2) ->•••«-* «(n), R.

Let

T « + I : / - » < » « ( « + 1) . irj:f-Ki*(n + l)-*a(j), j = l , . . . , n

be the orthogonal projections. As system of first integrals in involution one obtains:

-h tr (ff/ Ad (g)f), / = 1 , . . . ,« ;

fn+i-l(g€) = ~i tr (TTy Ad (g)^)2, / = 2 B + l , f 6 # . , g 6 G .

For their Hamiltonian vector fields at £ (g = e) we have (see proposition (3.6)):

Thus u7 is a multiple of 52A + (s2 - \)D and

fn+y-i = ((^)a«,(n +i))^, / = 2 , . . . , n + 1 .

If one chooses tjeih in such a way that all coefficients of its x-component are
different from 0, then one easily concludes from these expressions that the 2n + l
Hamiltonian vector fields are independent at £ •
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